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Nanopore sequencing is a widely-used high-throughput genome sequencing technology that can se-
quence long fragments of a genome. Nanopore sequencing generates noisy electrical signals that need to be
converted into a standard string of DNA nucleotide bases (i.e., A, C, G, T) using a computational step called
basecalling. The accuracy and speed of basecalling have critical implications for every subsequent step in
genome analysis. Currently, basecallers are mainly based on deep learning techniques to provide high
sequencing accuracy without considering the compute demands of such tools. We observe that state-of-the-
art basecallers (i.e., Guppy, Bonito) are slow, inefficient, and memory-hungry as researchers have adapted
deep learning models from other domains without specialization to the basecalling purpose. Our goal is to
make basecalling highly efficient and fast by building the first framework for specializing and optimizing
machine learning-based basecaller. We introduce RUBICON, a framework to develop hardware-optimized
basecallers. RUBICON consists of two novel machine-learning techniques that are specifically designed
for basecalling. First, we introduce the quantization-aware basecalling neural architecture search (QABAS)
framework to specialize the basecalling neural network architecture for a given hardware acceleration
platform while jointly exploring and finding the best bit-width precision for each neural network layer.
Second, we develop SkipClip, the first technique to remove all the skip connections present in modern
basecallers to greatly reduce resource and storage requirements without any loss in basecalling accuracy.
We demonstrate the benefits of QABAS and SkipClip by developing RUBICALL, the first hardware-optimized
basecaller that performs fast and accurate basecalling. Our experimental results on state-of-the-art com-
puting systems show that RUBICALL is a fast, accurate and hardware-friendly, mixed-precision basecaller.
Compared to a highly-accurate state-of-the-art basecaller, RUBICALL provides a 16.56× speedup without
losing accuracy, while also achieving a 6.88× and 2.94× reduction in neural network model size and the
number of parameters, respectively. Compared to the fastest state-of-the-art basecaller, RUBICALL provides
a 3.19× speedup with 2.97% higher accuracy. We show that QABAS and SkipClip can help researchers
develop hardware-optimized basecallers that are superior to expert-designed models.

1. Main
The rapid advancement of genomics and sequencing technologies continuously calls for the adjustment
of existing algorithmic techniques or the development of entirely new computational methods across
diverse biomedical domains [1–14]. Modern sequencing machines [15, 16] are capable of sequencing
complex genomic structures and variants with high accuracy and throughput using long-read sequencing
technology [17]. Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) is the most widely used long-read sequencing
technology [17–22]. ONT devices generate long genomic reads, each of which has a length ranging from a
few hundred to a million base pairs or nucleotides, i.e., A, C, G, and T in the DNA alphabet [23–27].
*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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ONT devices sequence a genome by measuring changes to an electrical signal as a single strand of DNA
is passed through a nanoscale hole or nanopore [28]. The generated noisy electrical signal or squiggle is
decoded into a sequence of nucleotides using a computationally-expensive step, called basecalling [19,
29–32]. Basecallers need to address two key challenges to accurately basecall a raw sequencing input.
First, providing accurate predictions of each and every individual nucleotide, as the sensors measuring the
changes in electrical current can only measure the effect of multiple neighboring nucleotides together [29].
Second, tolerating low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) caused by thermal noise and the lack of statistically
significant current signals triggered by DNA strand motions [30].
Modern basecallers use deep learning-based models to significantly (by at least 10%) improve the

accuracy of predicting a nucleotide base from the squiggle compared to traditional non-deep learning-
based basecallers [16–18, 33–36]. The success of deep learning in genome basecalling is attributed to the
advances in its architecture to model and identify spatial features in raw input data to predict nucleotides.
However, we observe the following five shortcomings with the current basecallers [33,37–44]. First, current
state-of-the-art basecallers are slow and show poor performance on state-of-the-art CPU and GPU-based
systems, bottlenecking the entire genomic analyses. For example, Guppy-fast, the fastest state-of-the-art
basecaller, takes ∼6 hours to basecall a 3 Gbps (Giga basepairs) human genome on a powerful server-grade
GPU, while the subsequent step, i.e., read mapping, takes a fraction of basecalling time (∼0.11 hours using
minimap2 [45]).
Second, since basecalling shares similarities with automatic-speech recognition (ASR) task, many

researchers have directly adapted established ASR models, such as Quartznet [46], Citrinet [47], and
Conformers [48], for basecalling without customizing the neural network architecture specifically for
the basecalling problem. Such an approach might lead to higher basecalling accuracy but at the cost of
large and unoptimized neural network architecture. For example, Guppy has ∼7-27 million neural network
model parameters1, and its research version, Bonito, even has ∼10 million model parameters. We show
in Section 2.1.1 that we can eliminate up to 85% of the model parameters to achieve a 6.67× reduction in
model size without any loss in basecalling accuracy. Therefore, current basecalling models are costly to
run, and the inference latency becomes a major bottleneck.
Third, modern basecallers are typically composed of convolution layers with skip connections2 [49]

(allow reusing of activations from previous layers) that creates two major performance issues: (a) skip
connections increase the data lifetime: the layers whose activations are reused in future layers must either
wait for this reuse to occur before accepting new input or store the activations for later use by utilizing
more memory. Thus, leading to high resource and storage requirements; and (b) skip connections often
need to perform additional computation to match the channel size at the input of the non-consecutive
layer, which increases the number of model parameters; e.g., Bonito requires ∼21.7% additional model
parameters due to the skip connections.
Fourth, current basecallers use floating-point precision (32 bits) to represent each neural network layer

present in a basecaller. This leads to high bandwidth and processing demands [50, 51]. Thus, current
basecallers with floating-point arithmetic precision have inefficient hardware implementations. We observe
in Section 2.1.2 that the arithmetic precision requirements of current basecallers can be reduced ∼4× by
adjusting the precision for each neural network layer based on the target hardware and desired accuracy.
Fifth, basecallers that provide higher throughput have lower basecalling accuracy. For example, we show

in Section 2.2 and Supplementary S3 that Guppy-fast provides up to 22.7× higher basecalling performance
1The parameters are weights of a neural network that are learned during neural network training.
2A skip connection allows to skip some of the layers in the neural network and feeds the output of one layer as the input to the
next layers.
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using 36.96× fewer model parameters at the expense of the 5.37% lower basecalling accuracy compared to
more accurate basecallers.
These five problems concurrently make basecalling slow, inefficient, and memory-hungry, bottlenecking

all genomic analyses that depend on it. Therefore, there is a need to reduce the computation and memory
cost of basecalling while maintaining their performance. However, developing a basecaller that can provide
fast runtime performance with high accuracy requires a deep understanding of genome sequencing,
machine learning, and hardware design. At present, computational biologists spend significant time and
effort to design and implement new basecallers by an extensive trial-and-error process.
Our goal is to overcome the above issues by developing a framework for specializing and optimizing a

machine learning-based basecaller that provides high efficiency and performance for Nanopore sequencing
machines.
To this end, we introduce RUBICON, the first framework for specializing and optimizing a machine

learning-based basecaller. RUBICON uses two machine learning techniques to develop hardware-optimized
basecallers that are specifically designed for basecalling. First, we propose QABAS, a quantization-aware
basecalling architecture search framework to specialize basecaller architectures for hardware implementa-
tion while considering hardware performance metrics (e.g., latency, throughput, etc.). QABAS uses neural
architecture search (NAS) [52] to evaluate millions of different basecaller architectures. During the base-
caller neural architecture search, QABAS quantizes the neural network model by exploring and finding
the best bit-width precision for each neural network layer, which largely reduces the memory and com-
putational complexity of a basecaller. Adding quantization to the basecaller neural architecture search
dramatically increases the model search space (∼6.72×1020 more viable options in our search space).
However, jointly optimizing basecalling neural network architecture search and quantization allows us to
develop accurate basecaller architectures that are optimized for hardware acceleration. Second, we develop
SkipClip to remove all the skip connections presented in modern basecallers to reduce resource and
storage requirements without any loss in basecalling accuracy. SkipClip performs a skip removal process
using knowledge distillation [53], where we train a smaller network (student) without skip connections to
mimic a pre-trained bigger network (teacher) with skip connections. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
QABAS and SkipClip to develop RUBICALL, the first hardware-optimized basecaller that performs fast and
accurate basecalling, outperforming the state-of-the-art basecallers.

Key results. We compare RUBICALL to three different basecallers. We demonstrate five key results.
First, RUBICALL provides 16.56× higher basecalling throughput without any loss in basecalling accuracy
compared to the most accurate state-of-the-art basecaller by leveraging mixed precision computation when
implemented on a cutting-edge spatial vector computing system, i.e., the AMD-Xilinx Versal AI. Compared
to the fastest basecaller, RUBICALL provides, on average, 2.97% higher basecalling accuracy with 3.19×
higher basecalling throughput. Second, we show that QABAS-designed models are 5.74× smaller in size
with 2.41× fewer neural network model parameters than the best state-of-the-art basecaller. Third, by
further using our SkipClip approach, RUBICALL achieves a 6.88× and 2.94× reduction in neural network
model size and number of parameters, respectively. Fourth, assemblies constructed using reads basecalled
by RUBICALL lead to higher quality, more contiguous, and more complete assemblies for all evaluated
species than that provided by other basecallers. Fifth, RUBICALL provides a 1.82%-26.49% lower number of
base mismatches with the largest number of mapped based and mapped reads compared to the baseline
basecaller. Our experimental results on state-of-the-art computing systems show that RUBICALL is a
hardware-friendly, accurate, mixed-precision basecaller.
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1.1. RUBICON
Figure 1 shows the key components of RUBICON. It consists of fivemodules. QABAS ( 1 ) and SkipClip ( 2 ) are
two novel techniques that are specifically designed for specializing and optimizing machine learning-based
basecallers. RUBICON provides support for Pruning ( 3 ), which is a popular model compression technique
where we discard network connections that are unimportant to neural network performance [54–57]. We
integrate Training ( 4 ) and Basecalling ( 5 ) modules from the official ONT basecalling pipeline [58]. For
both the Pruning and Training modules, we provide the capability to use knowledge distillation [53, 59]
for faster convergence and to increase the accuracy of the target neural network.

QABAS SkipClip Pruning Training Basecalling
RUBICON Framework

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1: Overview of RUBICON framework.

1.1.1. Quantization-Aware Basecaller Architecture Search (QABAS).
QABAS automates the process of finding hardware-aware genomics basecaller. Figure 2 shows the workflow
overview of QABAS. The raw sequencing data 1 is provided as input to QABAS, which can be obtained
through sequencing a new sample, downloading from publicly-available databases, or computer simulation.
QABAS uses such a set of data as training (Dtrain) and evaluation set (Deval) while automatically designing
a basecaller. To achieve a basecaller design that provides high throughput, we add hardware constraints 2 ,
in terms of latency or throughput, to QABAS. A hardware-aware basecaller can better use the underlying
hardware features and greatly accelerate inference speed. As a result, it improves the overall basecalling
efficiency.

Squiggle

Sequencing Data Preparation

Hardware Constraints

1

2

<16,16>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 3 KS

<8,8>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 5 KS

<8,4>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 9 KS

Identity…..

<16,16>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 3 KS

<8,8>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 5 KS

<8,4>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 9 KS

Identity…..

<16,16>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 3 KS

<8,8>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 5 KS

<8,4>-bit Quant
1D Conv with 9 KS

Identity…..

Quantized Basecaller Neural Architecture Search (QABAS)3

Figure 2: Overview of QABAS. QABAS evaluates a different set of candidate operations for convolution (conv)
and quantization bits. In the figure, we show different options for kernel size (KS) (e.g., 3, 5, 9, etc.) and
quantization bits (4-b, 8-b, and 16-b) for each network layer. The identity operator removes a layer to get
a shallower network.

QABAS 3 leverages automated machine learning (AutoML) algorithms [52] using neural architecture
search (NAS) to design an efficient hardware basecaller by exploring and evaluating different neural
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network architectures from a pre-defined search space. The search space M consists of the possible neural
network architectural options while M ∈ M is a sub-architecture from M. The goal is to find an optimal
sub-architectureM∗ using Equation 1 that minimizes the training loss (Ltrain) while going over Dtrain and
gives maximum accuracy with the Deval.

M∗ = arg max
M∈M

Eval(M, arg min
w∗

Ltrain(w∗(M),Dtrain);Deval) (1)

where w∗(M) represent the weights of sub-architecture M∗.
QABAS Search Space. We define the search space M as sufficiently large to enable a powerful neural
architecture search. A larger space enables the search algorithm to cover more architectures so that the
chance of finding a powerful architecture is increased. However, a larger search space makes the search
algorithm more difficult to converge.
Our model search space has sequentially connected blocks, where each block receives input from its

direct previous block. We formulate the NAS problem for hardware-aware genomics basecaller as finding:
(a) the computational operations in each basic block 3 of a basecaller, including operations in a skip
connection block, and (b) quantization bit-width for weights and activations for each neural network
layer to perform low precision computation. Quantization is the reduction of the bit-width precision at
which calculations are performed in a neural network to reduce memory and computational complexity.
Adding quantization exploration dramatically increases the model search space (∼6.72×1020 additional
viable options in our search space). However, performing a joint search for computational blocks and
quantization bits is crucial because: (1) optimizing these two components in separate stages could lead
to sub-optimal results as the best network architecture for the full-precision model is not necessarily the
optimal one after quantization, and (2) independent exploration would also require considerable search
time and energy consumption because of many viable design options [62]. Therefore, QABAS searches for
both the computational operations present in each basic block of a basecaller and the quantization bits
used by these computational operations.
QABAS Seach Algorithm. QABAS evaluates different neural network architectures using differentiable
neural architecture search (DNAS) [63–65]. DNAS follows a weight-sharing approach of reusing weights
of previously optimized architectures from the neural architecture search space. For example, if sub-
architectureM1 has only one additional layer compared to sub-architectureM2. In such a scenario,M1
can use most weights fromM2. Therefore, the search procedure gets accelerated in DNAS compared to
training each sub-architecture individually.
DNAS formulates the entire search space as a super-network and distills a target network from this

super-network. Traditional NAS approaches [52] often sample many different architectures from the
search space and train each architecture from scratch to validate its performance. Such an approach
requires heavy computational resources that could lead to thousands of GPU hours of overhead. One way
to overcome this issue is to use NAS with heuristic-based methods [66, 67], such as genetic algorithms
that select individual architectures from the current population to be parents and uses them to produce the
children for the next generation. However, such methods still suffer from the problem of retraining each
sample architecture from scratch. Therefore, DNAS provides an efficient solution by sharing computation
among different architectures, as many of them have similar properties.
In QABAS, we construct an over-parameterized super-network with all possible candidate options. The

super-network shares weights among sub-architecture. During the search phase, QABAS searches for the
optimal: (a) architectural parameter α: likelihood that a computational operation will be preserved in the
final architecture; and (b) network weights w: weights of convolution layers. We use ProxylessNAS [68] to
3Our basic block consists of one-dimensional (1-D) convolution, batch normalization [60], and rectified linear unit (ReLU) [61].
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binarize architectural parameter (i.e., α ∈ {0,1}) to reduce memory consumption during the search phase.
At the end of the search phase, the operators with the highest architectural weight are preserved, while
others are eliminated. Since the NAS search procedure is focused on optimizing the super-network, the
final sub-network architecture M∗, with all the preserved operations, is retrained to convergence to fully
optimize its network weights.
Quantization-Aware Hardware Metric. Current state-of-the-art basecallers [29, 30, 39–42, 44, 69] are
hardware-agnostic. They only focus on improving the accuracy without paying attention to its inference
efficiency. Therefore, these basecallers are over-provisioned with a large number of parameters and model
size (see Section 2.1). We overcome this inefficiency in QABAS by adding hardware constraints, in terms
of inference latency, to the QABAS search phase. Thus, QABAS aims to find an efficient neural network
architecture for basecalling that is also optimized for hardware implementation. During the search process,
QABAS sequentially selects a sub-network from the super-network. The expected latency of the sub-network
is the sum of the latencies of each operation in the network. Before the start of the QABAS search phase, we
profile the latencies of operations present in the search space on a targeted hardware to build a latency
estimator. We also incorporate the latency while using different quantization bit-widths for the weights
and activation in our latency estimator. This latency estimator is utilized to guide the QABAS search process.
QABAS’s objective function (LQABAS) minimizes a joint cross-entropy error to: (a) provide better basecalling

accuracy by minimizing the training loss (Ltrain) while going over Dtrain, and (b) minimize a regularization
term (Lreg) to find a sub-network M with inference latency (LM) that satisfies our inference latency
constraints. We add latency constraints by using a target latency parameter (Ltar) to the regularization
term Lreg to guide the search process. For example, in case if we want a small model, then we can provide
a higher Ltar value, or vice versa.

LQABAS = Ltrain + λLreg

Lreg = (LM − Ltar)/Ltar

where λ is a parameter to control the tradeoff between the basecalling accuracy and the model latency.
1.1.2. SkipClip: Skip Connection Removal by Teaching.
Deep neural networks often rely on skip connections or residual connections to improve training con-
vergence [49]. Skip connections help mitigate the vanishing gradient problem [70] that occurs during
the training stage. As a neural network trains under stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [71], it adjusts
its trainable parameters (e.g., weights) via backpropagation [71]. Backpropagation passes the partial
computations of one layer’s gradient back to the previous layer, repeating this process for all layers via the
chain rule [72]. However, as more layers are added to a neural model, the partial gradient computation
may lead to extremely small (i.e., vanishing) values for the layers far back in the backpropagation path,
preventing a deep neural model from converging. Skip connections address this issue by connecting one
layer’s output to a non-consecutive layer’s input, providing a direct path for propagating the error through
the layers so that the gradient no longer vanishes. In the forward path, skip connections provide an identity
mapping of their input to their output, allowing deep neural networks to overcome the saturation problem
(insignificant increase in accuracy while increasing the model’s size and layers) [49].
Similarly, deep learning-based basecallers [29, 30, 39–42, 44, 69] incorporate skip connections to help

mitigate the vanishing gradient and saturation problems. However, adding skip connections introduces
the following three issues for hardware acceleration. First, skip connections increases the data-lifetime.
The layers whose activations are reused in subsequent layers must wait for this activation reuse (or buffer
the activations in memory) before accepting new input and continuing to compute. This leads to high
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resource and storage requirements due to data duplication. Second, they introduce irregularity in neural
network architecture as these connections span across non-adjacent layers. Third, skip connections require
additional computation to adjust the channel size to match the channel size at the non-consecutive layer’s
input. Thus, increasing model parameters and model size. Therefore, networks without skip connections
have more regular topologies that translate better to hardware acceleration. To this end, we propose
SkipClip, a first skip connection remover for basecallers.
SkipClip performs a gradual skip removal process with knowledge distillation (KD) [53, 59]. KD is a

model compression technique where a shallower model (student) learns to mimic a pre-trained bigger
model (teacher) by transferring learned knowledge and label representation from the teacher to the student.
As shown in Figure 3, SkipClip starts with a pretrained over-parameterized model as the teacher, which
is not updated during the training of the student network. We use our final QABAS model as the student
network. We achieve skip removal by letting the teacher teach the student to perform well on basecalling.
At the start of every training epoch, SkipClip removes a skip connection from a block, starting from the
input side, while performing KD. This is done until all skip connections are removed from the student
network. SkipClip gets the best of both worlds: a highly accurate and topologically regular neural network
without skip connections.
During the SkipClip, we perform a forward pass of both the student and the teacher model, while

we perform a backward pass only for the student model to update its weights. The loss to update the
student network’s weight during the backward pass (LSkipClip) is calculated with Equation 2, where we use
a weighing of the actual student loss (LS) and distillation loss (LD) using an alpha (α) hyper-parameter.
The student and the teacher model compute probabilities fT and fS for output labels (i.e., nucleotides A,
C, G, T) in the forward pass, respectively. We use cross entropy (LCR) in the probability distributions to
calculate the distillation loss (LD) as in Equation 3. The temperature (τ ) variable is used for softening the
probability distributions, i.e., it controls the weight of knowledge from the teacher network for a student
network to absorb. As we raise the τ , the resulting soft label probability distribution becomes richer in
information.

LSkipClip = αLS − (1 − α)LD (2)
whereLD = LCR(fT /τ, fS/τ) (3)

Epoch:

Student 
Network 

Teacher 
Network 

Loss

n

Loss

n+1

Loss

n+2

Figure 3: Overview of SkipClip process for three epochs. We start with a large, overprovisioned floating-
point precisionmodel as the teacher network and our QABASmixed-precisionmodel as the student network.
During the training, SkipClip removes a skip connection from the student network every n epoch, starting
with the first skip connection encountered in the network from the input.

1.1.3. Pruning: Pushing the Limits of a Basecaller.
Pruning is a model compression technique where we discard network connections that are unimportant to
network performance without affecting the inference accuracy [54–57]. In a neural network, weights very
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close to zero contribute very little to the model’s inference. Performing convolution on such weights is
equivalent to performing multiplication with zero [73]. Therefore, removing such weights could reduce
redundant operations, in turn providing higher throughput and lower memory footprint both during the
training and inference phase of a neural network.
Figure 4 shows two different pruning techniques that we use to evaluate the limits of a basecaller: (a)

unstructured pruning, and (b) structured pruning. Unstructured or element pruning is a fine-grain way of
pruning individual weights in a neural network without applying any structural constraints. This approach
leads to the highest model compression [74]. However, this method presents a major problem that the
non-pruned weights have a very sparse structure that is unsuitable for acceleration on any hardware
platform. Therefore, unstructured pruning does not improve the actual inference run-time performance of
a network.

Element Pruning

Unstructured
Pruning

Structured 
Pruning

Channel Pruning

Structure
Irregular Regular

Sparsity
High Low

Processing/
Memory DemandHigh Low

Pruned
Unpruned

a b

Figure 4: Two different pruning techniques applied to 1-dimensional convolution.

A structured way of pruning weights from a neural network is more amenable to hardware acceleration.
In structure pruning, we remove a larger set of weights while maintaining a dense structure of the model [75,
76]. Hence, this leads to a network with fewer parameters that require not only fewer computations but
also less memory overhead during the runtime by generating lighter intermediate representation. However,
structured pruning dramatically affects the structure of subsequent layers present after the pruned layer.
Therefore, structured pruning is a coarse-grain pruning method where higher amount of sparsity can have
drastic effect on the model accuracy.
1.1.4. RUBICALL Architecture.
Figure 5 shows the architecture of RUBICALL. We develop RUBICALL using QABAS and SkipClip. The
RUBICALL architecture is composed of 28 quantized convolution blocks containing ∼3.3 million model
parameters. Each block consists of quantized grouped 1-dimensional convolution and quantized pointwise
1-dimensional convolution where every layer is quantized to a different domain. The convolution operation
is followed by batch normalization (Batch Norm) [60] and a quantized rectified linear unit (ReLU) [61]
activation function. The final output is passed through a connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [77]
layer to produce the decoded sequence of nucleotides (A, C, G, T). CTC is used to provide the correct
alignment between the input and the output sequence.
In a learning task, X represents feature space with labelY , where a machine learningmodel is responsible

for estimating a function f : X → Y . RUBICALL first splits a long read in electrical-signal format (e.g.,
millions of signals) into multiple smaller chunks (e.g., thousands of samples per chunk) and then basecalls
these chunks. RUBICALL uses the input signal (or squiggle) as X to predict nucleotides as label Y . The
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CTC layer assigns a probability for all possible labels in Y given an X at each time-step. The nucleotide
with the highest probability is selected as the final output.

<16,16>-bit Quant  
Conv-BN-ReLU

<16,8>-bit Quant  
Conv-BN-ReLU

<8,4>-bit Quant  
Conv-BN-ReLU

CTC

<8,8>-bit Quant  
Conv-BN-ReLU

..
Input Signal

Higher
Precision

Layers

Lower
Precision

Layers

Grouped Conv

Pointwise Conv

Batch Norm

QuantReLU

Grouped Conv

Pointwise Conv

Batch Norm

QuantReLU

.. 

Quantized Block

Repeat  
n times

Figure 5: Overview of RUBICALL architecture. The normalized input signal is passed through a succession
of quantized convolution blocks. Each block is composed of several processing steps (convolution, batch
normalization, and activation). We represent the quantization as a tuple <weight, activation>. Initial
layers use a higher precision for weights and activation, while the final layers use a lower precision.
The final output is passed through a connectionist temporal classification (CTC) to produce the decoded
sequence of nucleotides.

2. Results
2.1. Analyzing the State-of-the-Art Basecaller
We observe established automatic-speech recognition (ASR) models being directly applied to basecalling
without optimizing it for basecalling. Such an approach leads to large and unoptimized basecaller architec-
tures. We evaluate the effect of using two popular model compression techniques on the Bonito basecaller:
(1) Pruning, and (2) Quantization.
2.1.1. Effect of Pruning.We show the effect of pruning Bonito on the validation accuracy and model size
in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), respectively. We use unstructured element pruning and structured channel
pruning with different degrees of sparsity.
We make three major observations. First, pruning up to 85% of the Bonito model weights using

unstructured pruning reduces the model size by 6.67× while maintaining the same accuracy as the baseline,
unpruned Bonito model. While pruning 30-40% of the Bonito model filters, using structured pruning
reduces the model size by 1.46-1.66× while maintaining the same accuracy of the baseline, unpruned
Bonito model. Such a high pruning ratio shows that most of the weights are redundant and do not
contribute to the actual accuracy. Second, after pruning 97% (60%) of the model weights, Bonito provides
81.20% (72.66%) basecalling accuracy while using 33.33× (2.62×) smaller model using unstructured pruning
(structured pruning). Third, the knee point4 for unstructured pruning and structured pruning is at 98%
and 60% where Bonito provides 65.14% and 72.66% of basecalling accuracy, respectively. Beyond the
knee-point, Bonito losses its complete prediction power. We conclude that Bonito is over-parameterized
and contains redundant logic and features.
4We define knee point as the point beyond which a basecaller is unable to basecall at an acceptable level of accuracy.
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Figure 6: Effect of pruning the elements and channels of Bonito using unstructured and structured
pruning, respectively, on: (a) validation accuracy and (b) model size.
2.1.2. Effect of Quantization. Figure 7 shows the effect of using a quantized model to basecall on the
basecalling accuracy for four different species. In Figure 8, we show the effect of quantization on the model
size. We quantize both the weight and activation using six different bit-width configurations (<3,2>,
<4,2>, <4,4>, <4,8>, <8,4>, and <16,16>). We also show the results with the default floating-point
precision (<fp32,fp32>). We use static quantization that uses the same precision for each neural network
layer.
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Figure 7: Basecalling using quantized models.

We make four main observations. First, using a precision of <8,8> for weight and activation for all the
layers of Bonito causes a negligible accuracy loss (0.18%-0.67%), while reducing the model size by 4.03×.
Second, Bonito is more sensitive to weight precision than activation precision. For example, we observe a
loss of 1.82%-9.48% accuracy when using a precision of <4,8> instead of <16,16> bits compared to an
accuracy loss of only 0.51%-3.02% when using a precision of <8,4> instead of <16,16> bits. Third, we
observe a significant drop in accuracy (by 9.17%-15.07%), when using less than 4 bits for weights (e.g., using
<3,2> configuration). Fourth, using bit-width precision of <16,16> bits provides ∼2× reductions in
model size and without any accuracy loss compared to using full precision (<fp32,fp32>) floating-point
implementation. We conclude that the current state-of-the-art basecaller, Bonito, can still efficiently
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perform basecalling even when using lower precision for both the weight and activation.

2.2. RUBICALL: Overall Trend
We compare the overall basecalling performance of RUBICALL with that of the baseline basecallers in terms
of basecalling accuracy, model parameters, and model size in Figure 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c), respectively.
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Figure 9: Comparison of average basecalling throughput for RUBICALL-MPwith baseline basecaller in terms
of: (a) average basecalling accuracy, (b) model parameters, and (b) model size.
We make six key observations. First, compared to Bonito, which is the most accurate basecaller,

RUBICALL-MP provides 16.56× higher basecalling throughput without any loss in accuracy. This is because
RUBICALL-MP has a mixed precision neural architecture that can exploit low-precision compute units
present on our evaluated spatial vector computing systems, i.e., the AMD-Xilinx Versal AI Engine (AIE).
Compared to Guppy-fast, which is the fastest basecaller, RUBICALL-MP provides, on average, 2.97% higher
accuracy with 3.19× higher basecalling throughput. Therefore, RUBICALL-MP provides both accuracy
and high basecalling throughput compared to the baseline basecallers. Second, Bonito has the highest
number of neural network model parameters, which are 2.71×, 13.33×, and 2.94× more than Causalcall,
Guppy-fast, and RUBICALL-MP, respectively. Third, Causalcall (Bonito) has 2.71× fewer (2.93× greater)
neural network model parameters but is 72.55× (16.56×) slower in performance when compared to
RUBICALL-MP. This is because skip connections in Causalcall and Bonito create a performance bottleneck
by increasing the data lifetime and adding additional computation. Therefore, we observe a performance
degradation instead of higher performance due to the linear relation usually present between the number
of model parameters and the speed of a model. Fourth, Guppy-fast has the lowest number of trainable
model parameters that are 4.92×, 13.33×, and 4.54× lower than Causalcall, Bonito, and RUBICALL-MP.
Fifth, RUBICALL-MP provides 2.55× and 6.93× smaller model size compared to Causalcall and Bonito,
respectively. The decrease in model size is due to: (1) a lower number of neural network layers; and (2)
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optimum bit-width precision for each neural network layer. Sixth, all the baseline basecallers use floating-
point arithmetic precision for all neural network layers. This leads to very high memory bandwidth and
processing demands. We conclude that RUBICALL-MP provides the ability to basecall accurately, quickly,
and efficiently scale basecalling by providing a reduction in both model size and neural network model
parameters.

2.3. Performance Comparison
We compare the speed of RUBICALL-MP against baseline basecallers in Figure 10. We make three major
observations. First, RUBICALL-MP consistently outperforms all the other basecallers for all the evaluated
species. RUBICALL-MP improves average performance by 72.55×, 3.19×, and 16.56× over Causalcall,
Guppy-fast, and Bonito, respectively. Second, by leveraging low precision capabilities, RUBICALL-MP
provides 7.45× higher performance when compared to its floating-point implementation (RUBICALL-FP).
Third, RUBICALL-FP, by using floating-point precision, provides 9.72×, 0.43×, and 2.22× performance
compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito, respectively. We conclude that using mixed-precision
computation, RUBICALL-MP consistently performs better than the baseline basecallers.
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Figure 10: Performance comparison of RUBICALL (using floating-point precision (RUBICALL-FP) and mixed-
precision (RUBICALL-MP)) and three state-of-the-art basecallers.The y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.

2.4. Basecalling Accuracy
We compare the basecalling accuracy of RUBICALL against baseline basecallers in Figure 11. We make three
major observations. First, RUBICALL provides 6.54% and 0.57% higher accuracy than CNN-based basecaller
Causalcall and Bonito, respectively. Compared to a state-of-the-art RNN-based basecaller, Guppy-fast,
RUBICALL achieves 2.97% higher accuracy. Second, Bonito has 2.93× higher parameters (Figure 9(a)) but is
0.57% less accurate than RUBICALL. Third, Causalcall is unable to align half of Haemophilus haemolyticus
M1C132_1 reads to its reference. Therefore, it is deemed unaligned and cannot be used to determine its
read accuracy. We conclude that RUBICALL provides the highest accuracy compared to other basecallers.

2.5. Downstream Analysis
2.5.1. DeNovoAssembly.We provide the statistics related to the accuracy, completeness, and contiguity of
assemblies we generate using the basecalled reads from Causalcall, Guppy-fast, Bonito, and RUBICALL
in Table 1.
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Figure 11: Basecalling accuracy comparison of RUBICALL.
We make four key observations. First, assemblies constructed using reads basecalled by RUBICALL

provide the best reference genome coverage for all datasets (“Genome Fraction” in Table 1). This means
that assemblies built using RUBICALL-basecalled reads are more complete than assemblies built using
reads from other basecallers since a larger portion of the corresponding reference genomes align to
their assemblies using RUBICALL-basecalled reads compared to that of using reads from other basecallers.
Second, assemblies constructed using the RUBICALL reads usually have a higher average identity than
that of Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito. These average identity results are tightly in line with
the basecalling accuracy results we show in Figure 11. Although Guppy-fast provides a higher average
identity for the Haemophilus haemolyticus M1C132_1 dataset (i.e., 91.51%), the genome coverage provided
by Guppy-fast is 2.2% lower than that provided by RUBICALL for the same dataset. This means a large
portion of the assembly provided by Guppy-fast has low-quality regions as the reference genome cannot
align to these regions due to high dissimilarity. Third, assemblies constructed using the RUBICALL reads
provide better completeness and contiguity as they have 1) assembly lengths closer to their corresponding
reference genomes and 2) higher NG50 results in most cases than those constructed using the Guppy-fast
and Bonito reads. Fourth, although Causalcall usually provides the best results in terms of the assembly
lengths and NG50 results, we suspect that these high NG50 and assembly length results are caused due
to highly repetitive and inaccurate regions in these assemblies due to their poor genome fraction and
average GC content results. The average GC content of the assemblies constructed using the Causalcall
reads is significantly distant from the GC content of their corresponding reference genomes in most cases.
This poor genome fraction and average GC content results suggest that such large NG50 and assembly
length values from Causalcall may also be caused by poorly basecalled reads that lead to unresolved
repetitive regions (i.e., bubbles in genome assembly graphs) or a strong bias toward certain error types (i.e.,
homopolymer insertions of a certain base) in the assembly [78, 79].
We conclude that, inmost cases, the reads basecalled by RUBICALL lead to higher quality, more contiguous,

and more complete assemblies than that provided by other state-of-the-art basecallers, Causalcall,
Guppy-fast, and Bonito.
2.5.2. Read Mapping. We provide the comparison of RUBICALL with Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and
Bonito in terms of the total number of base mismatches, the total number of mapped bases, the total
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Table 1: Assembly quality comparison of the evaluated basecallers for different species. We measure
assembly accuracy in terms of genome fraction (Genome Fraction (%)) and average identity (Average
Identity (%)). Genome fraction is the portion of the reference genome that can align to a given assembly,
while average identity is the average of the identity of assemblies when compared to their respective
reference genomes. We measure statistics related to the contiguity and completeness of the assemblies in
terms of the overall assembly length (Assembly Length), Average GC content (Average GC (%)) (i.e., the
ratio of G and C bases in an assembly), and NG50 statistics (NG50) (i.e., shortest contig at the half of the
overall reference genome length).

Dataset Basecaller Genome
Fraction (%)

Average
Identity (%)

Assembly
Length

Average
GC (%) NG50

Acinetobacter pittii Causalcall 92.45 86.18 3,826,077 42.23 3,826,077
16-377-0801 Guppy-fast 94.67 89.29 3,628,317 38.82 3,628,317

Bonito 96.87 91.44 3,676,821 38.90 3,676,821
RUBICALL 96.87 91.51 3,694,086 38.97 3,694,086
Reference 100 100 3,814,719 38.78 3,814,719

Haemophilus haemolyticus Causalcall NA NA NA NA NA
M1C132_1 Guppy-fast 94.67 91.51 2,046,024 37.98 2,046,024

Bonito 96.87 90.70 1,957,480 38.87 1,957,480
RUBICALL 96.87 90.54 1,966,781 38.92 1,966,781
Reference 100 100 2,042,591 38.56 2,042,591

Klebsiella pneumoniae Causalcall 92.45 87.35 4,959,127 56.9 4,959,127
INF032 Guppy-fast 90.50 87.53 4,761,297 57.19 4,761,297

Bonito 94.50 90.20 4,897,352 56.65 4,897,352
RUBICALL 94.51 90.30 4,924,240 56.85 4,924,240
Reference 100 100 5,111,537 57.63 5,111,537

Klebsiella pneumoniae Causalcall 91.44 87.36 5,288,166 56.94 5,288,166
INF042 Guppy-fast 91.30 88.49 5,052,889 56.8 5,052,889

Bonito 93.12 90.49 5,111,083 56.61 5,111,083
RUBICALL 93.12 90.60 5,146,050 56.72 5,146,050
Reference 100 100 5,337,491 57.41 5,337,491

Klebsiella pneumoniae Causalcall 91.58 86.97 5,175,311 57.09 5,175,311
KSB2_1B Guppy-fast 88.55 88.00 4,932,626 56.71 4,932,626

Bonito 93.07 90.11 5,003,377 56.69 5,003,377
RUBICALL 93.07 89.89 5,023,639 56.75 5,023,639
Reference 100 100 5,228,889 57.59 5,228,889

Klebsiella pneumoniae Causalcall 89.08 86.01 5,158,874 56.78 5,158,874
NUH29 Guppy-fast 91.60 89.34 4,942,833 57.01 4,942,833

Bonito 94.36 90.26 4,918,147 57.04 4,918,147
RUBICALL 94.36 90.43 4,940,813 57.18 4,940,813
Reference 100 100 5,134,281 57.61 5,134,281

Serratia marcescens Causalcall 89.91 86.23 5,532,953 57.86 5,422,052
17-147-1671 Guppy-fast 96.31 89.56 5,479,812 58.85 5,282,474

Bonito 96.76 91.38 5,534,329 58.41 5,316,651
RUBICALL 96.76 91.59 5,597,251 58.52 5,346,640
Reference 100 100 5,517,578 59.13 5,517,578

Staphylococcus aureus Causalcall 94.35 87.29 2,849,123 36.59 2,810,038
CAS38_02 Guppy-fast 95.10 91.49 2,790,895 33.05 2,752,169

Bonito 97.03 93.57 2,858,986 32.86 2,819,356
RUBICALL 97.03 93.36 2,860,885 33.24 2,821,276
Reference 100 100 2,902,076 32.82 2,902,076

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia Causalcall 94.85 85.73 4,823,177 63.66 4,823,177
17_G_0092_Kos Guppy-fast 94.89 89.74 4,596,898 65.5 4,596,898

Bonito 95.42 90.14 4,664,226 64.82 4,664,226
RUBICALL 95.46 90.49 4,693,744 65.03 4,693,744
Reference 100 100 4,802,733 66.28 4,802,733

number of mapped reads, and the total number of unmapped reads in Figure 12(a), 12(b), 12(c), and 12(d),
respectively.
We make four key observations. First, RUBICALL provides the lowest number of base mismatches, which

are 26.49%, 21.35%, and 1.82% lower compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito, respectively.
This indicates that RUBICALL provides more accurate basecalled reads that share large similarity with the
reference genome. This is in line with the fact that RUBICALL provides the highest basecalling accuracy, as
we evaluate in Section 2.4. Second, RUBICALL provides, on average, the highest number of mapped bases,
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Figure 12: Comparison of RUBICALL for (a) mismatches, (b) bases mapped, (c) reads mapped, and (d) reads
unmapped.
which are 0.56%, 0.83%, and 0.77% higher compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito. Mapping
more bases to the target reference genome confirms that the careful design and optimizations we perform
when building RUBICALL have no negative effects on the basecalling accuracy. Third, unlike Causalcall,
RUBICALL, Guppy-fast, and Bonito all provide a high number of mapped reads. However, RUBICALL is
the only basecaller that provides high-quality reads that have the highest number of base matches and the
lowest number of base mismatches. Fourth, RUBICALL provides the lowest number of unmapped reads
compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito. RUBICALL achieves 78.04%, 19.98%, and 14.23% lower
unmapped reads compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito, respectively. This indicates that
using Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito wastes a valuable expensive resource, i.e., sequencing data,
by not mapping reads to the reference genome due to basecalling inaccuracies during basecalling. If a read
is flagged as unmapped during read mapping, then this read is excluded from all the following analysis
steps affecting the overall downstream analysis results.
We conclude that RUBICALL reads provides the highest-quality read mapping results with the largest

number of mapped bases and mapped reads.

2.6. SkipClip Analysis
Figure 13 shows the effect of SkipClip on validation accuracy using three different strides at which we
remove a skip connection from a block. Our QABAS-designed model has five blocks with skip connections.
We make three observations. First, Stride 1 converges faster to the baseline accuracy compared to Stride
2 and Stride 3. By using Stride 1, we quickly remove all the skip connections (in five epochs) giving
enough fine-tuning iterations for the model to recover its loss in accuracy. Second, all the strides show the
maximum drop in accuracy (1.27%-2.88%) when removing skip connections from block 1 and block 4. We
observe these blocks consist of the highest number of neural network model parameters due to the skip
connections (30.73% and 25.62% of the total model parameters are present in skip connections in block 1
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and block 4, respectively). Therefore, the model requires more training epochs to recover its accuracy after
the removal of skip connections from these blocks. Third, a lower stride can get rid of skip connections
faster than using a higher stride. However, all strides eventually converge to the baseline accuracy at
the expense of more training iterations. We conclude that SkipClip provides an efficient mechanism to
remove hardware-unfriendly skip connections without any loss in basecalling accuracy.
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Figure 13: Effect of different strides while removing skip connections.

2.7. Effect of Pruning RUBICALL

Figure 14 shows the effect of pruning RUBICALL using two different pruning methods: unstructured element
pruning and structured channel pruning.
We make four major observations. First, we can remove up to 15% and 5% of model parameters providing

1.18% and 1.05% reductions in model size without any loss in accuracy by using unstructured pruning and
structured pruning, respectively. However, unstructured pruning is unsuitable for hardware acceleration
due to irregular structure, and structured pruning provides minimal model size (or parameters) savings.
Therefore, we do not apply these pruning techniques to optimize RUBICALL further. Second, we observe
a drop in accuracy for pruning levels greater than 15% and 5% for unstructured and structured pruning,
respectively. This shows that QABAS found an optimal architecture as there is little room for pruning
RUBICALL further without loss in accuracy.
Third, we observe that the knee point for unstructured pruning and structured pruning lies at 90%

and 50%, where we achieve 80.65% and 70.10% of accuracy with 9.99× and 1.99× savings model size,
respectively. After the knee point, we observe a sharp decline in accuracy. Fourth, below the knee point, we
can trade accuracy for speed to further accelerate RUBICALL for hardware computation and resources by
removing unimportant network weights. We conclude that pruning provides a tradeoff between accuracy
and model size that can lead to further reductions in processing and memory demands for RUBICALL,
depending on the type of device on which genomic analyses would be performed.

2.8. Explainability Into QABAS Results
We perform an explainability analysis to understand our results further and explain QABAS’s decisions. The
search performed by QABAS provides insight into whether QABAS has learned meaningful representations
in basecalling. In Figure 15(a) and 15(b), we extract the number of model parameters and precision of each
parameter in a neural network layer to calculate the total size for each layer for Bonito and RUBICALL,
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Figure 14: Effect of pruning RUBICALL on: (a) validation accuracy and (2) model size.
respectively. We make three observations. First, QABAS uses more bits in the initial layers than the final
layers in RUBICALL. QABAS learns that the input to RUBICALL uses an analog squiggle that requires higher
precision, while the output is only the nucleotide bases (A, C, G, T), which can be represented using lower
precision.
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Figure 15: Layer size comparison for basecallers: (a) Bonito, and (b) RUBICALL.
Second, RUBICALL uses 1.97× less number of neural network layers than Bonito while providing similar

or higher basecalling accuracy on the evaluated species (Section 2.4). Thus, the superior performance of a
basecaller architecture is not explicitly linked to its model complexity, and QABAS-designed models are
parameter efficient. Third, Bonito uses the same single-precision floating-point representation (FP32) for
all neural network layers, which leads to very high memory bandwidth and processing demands. Whereas
RUBICALL has every layer quantized to a different quantization domain. We conclude that QABAS provides
an efficient automated method for designing more accurate, efficient, and hardware-friendly genomic
basecallers compared to expert-designed basecallers.

3. Discussion
We are witnessing a tremendous transformation in high-throughput sequencing to significantly advance
omics and other life sciences. The bioinformatics community has developed a multitude of software
tools to leverage increasingly large and complex sequencing datasets. Deep learning models have been
especially powerful in modeling basecalling. Basecalling is the most fundamental computational step in the
high-throughput sequencing pipeline. Modern basecallers generally employ convolution neural networks
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to extract features from raw genomic sequences. However, designing a basecaller comes with a cost that a
neural network model can have many different computational elements making the neural network tuning
a major problem. At present, the vast majority of deep learning-based basecallers are manually tuned
by computational biologists through manual trial and error, which is time-consuming. To a large extent,
basecallers are being designed to provide higher accuracy without considering the compute demands of
such networks. Such an approach leads to computationally complex basecallers that impose a substantial
barrier to performing end-to-end time-sensitive genomic analyses. This vast dependence of computational
biologists and biomedical researchers on these deep learning-based models creates a critical need to find
efficient basecalling architectures optimized for performance.
To address this challenge, we developed: (a) QABAS: an automatic architecture search framework that

jointly searches for computation blocks in basecaller and best bit-with precision for each neural network
layer, and (b) SkipClip: a dynamic skip removalmodule to remove hardware-unfriendly skip connections to
greatly reduce resource and storage requirements without any loss in basecalling accuracy. We demonstrate
the capabilities of QABAS and SkipClip by designing RUBICALL, the first hardware-optimized basecaller
that provides both accuracy and inference efficiency.
During our evaluation, we ran QABAS for 96 GPU hours to sample architectures from our search space.

Using complete sampling to evaluate all the 1.8×1032 viable options would take at least ∼4.3×1033 GPU
hours. Thus, QABAS accelerates the basecaller architecture search to develop high-performance basecalling
architectures. The finalmodel architecture can be further fine-tuned for other hyperparameters [80,81], such
as learning rate and batch size (for example, with grid search or neural architecture search). Throughout
our experiments, we build general-purpose basecalling models by training and testing the model using
an official, open-source ONT dataset that consists of a mix of different species. We did not specialize
basecalling models for a specific specie. Past works, such as [29], show that higher basecalling accuracy
can be achieved by building species-specific models.
As future work, QABAS can be extended in two ways: (1) evaluate advance model architectures (such

as RNN, transformer, etc.), and (2) perform more fine-grain quantization. First, extending QABAS to other
model architectures is important for researchers to quickly evaluate different computational elements.
We focus on convolution-based networks because matrix multiplication is the fundamental operation
in such networks that is easily amenable to hardware acceleration. As the field of machine learning
is rapidly evolving, it is non-trivial for researchers to adapt their models with the latest deep learning
techniques. Second, currently, we perform mixed precision quantization, where every layer is quantized to
a different domain. In the future, we can quantize every dimension of the weights to different precision.
Such an approach would increase the design space of neural network architectural options to many folds.
QABAS enables easy integration to explore such options automatically. Thus, QABAS is easily extensible and
alleviates the designer’s burden in exploring and finding sophisticated basecallers for different hardware
configurations.
For SkipClip, we demonstrate its applicability on basecalling only, while there are other genome

sequencing tasks where deep learning models with skip connections are actively being developed, such
as predicting the effect of genetic variations [69, 82], detecting replication dynamics [83], and predicting
super-enhancers [84]. In Supplementary S1, we show the effect of manual skip removal, where we
manually remove all the skip connections at once. We observe that the basecaller achieves 90.55% accuracy
(4.08% lower than the baseline model with skip connections). By manual skip removal, the basecaller is
unable to recover the loss in accuracy because CNN-based basecallers are sensitive to skip connections.
Therefore, SkipClip provides a mechanism to develop hardware-friendly deep learning models for other
genomic tasks.
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We would explore two future directions for pruning a basecaller. First, currently, we perform one-shot
pruning, whereby we prune the model once and then fine-tune the model until convergence. Another
approach could be to perform iterative pruning, where after every training epoch, we can re-prune themodel
using certain pruning criteria. Such an approach would further evaluate the fine-grained pruning limit of
a basecaller. Second, an interesting future direction would be to combine multiple pruning techniques,
e.g., structured channel pruning with structured group pruning (where we maintain the structure of the
tensors without causing sparsity). Such an approach could lead to higher pruning ratios without substantial
accuracy loss.
Our extensive evaluation of real genomic organisms shows that RUBICALL provides the ability to basecall

quickly, accurately, and efficiently enough to scale the analysis, leading to ∼6.88× reductions in model size
with 2.94× fewer neural network model parameters. We observe researchers building larger and larger
basecallers in an attempt to gain more accuracy without heeding to the disproportionately higher amount
of power these basecallers are consuming. Moreover, none of the previous basecallers [29, 30, 39–42, 44, 69]
have been optimized for mixed-precision execution to reduce energy consumption. As energy usage is
proportional to the size of the network, energy-efficient basecalling is essential to enable the adoption of
more and more sophisticated basecallers. We hope that our open-source implementations of QABAS and
SkipClip inspire future work and ideas in genomics and general omics research and development.

4. Methods
Evaluation setup. Table 2 provides our system details. We evaluate RUBICALL using: (1) a cutting-edge
spatial vector computing system from AMD-Xilinx (RUBICALL-MP) using mixed-precision computation,
and (2) AMD Mi50 GPU [85] (RUBICALL-FP) using floating-point precision computation. We train and
evaluate RUBICALL and our baseline basecallers (Causalcall, Guppy-fast, and Bonito) using the same
MI50 GPU. The AMD-Xilinx system is the Versal ACAP VC2802 featuring Versal AI Engine (AIE) ML [86],
with 304 AIE-ML cores. We estimate the performance on AIE-ML by calculating bit operations (BOPs) [87]
that measures the number of bitwise operations in a given network from its ONNX (Open Neural Network
Exchange) [88] representation. The AIE vector datapath implements two-dimensional single instruction,
multiple data (SIMD) [89] operations using precisions ranging from int4×int8 to int16×int16 operands
that can execute 512 to 64 multiply-accumulate operations (MACs) per cycle, respectively.

Table 2: System parameters and hardware configuration for the CPU, GPU, and the AMD-Xilinx Versal
ACAP.

CPU AMD EPYC 7742 [90]
@2.25GHz, 4-way SMT [91]

Cache-Hierarchy 32×32 KiB L1-I/D, 512 KiB L2, 256 MiB L3
System Memory 4×32GiB RDIMM DDR4 2666 MHz [92] PCIe 4.0 ×128

OS details Ubuntu 21.04 Hirsute Hippo [93],
GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) version 10.3.0 [94]

GPU AMD Radeon Instinct™ MI50 [85] 3840 Stream Processors
32GB HBM2 PCIe 4.0 ×16, ROCm version 5.1.1 [95]

AMD-Xilinx Versal ACAP Versal ACAP VC2802 [86], 304×AIEngine-ML@1GHz,
19MB local memory, Dual-Core Arm Cortex-A72 [96]

QABAS setup details. We use the publicly available ONT dataset [58] sequenced using MinION Flow
Cell (R9.4.1) for the training and validation during the QABAS search phase. We randomly select 30k
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samples from the training set for the search phase (specified using the --chunks parameter). We use
nni [97] with nn-meter [98] to implement hardware-aware NAS. We use the Brevitas library [99] to
perform quantization-aware training. The architectural parameters and network weights are updated
using AdamW [100] optimizer with a learning rate of 2e−3, a beta value of 0.999, a weight decay of
0.01, and an epsilon of 1e−8. We set the hyperparameter λ to 0.6. We choose these values based on our
empirical analysis. After the QABAS search phase, the sampled networks are trained until convergence
with knowledge distillation using the same ONT dataset that we use during the QABAS search phase, with
a batch size of 64, based on the maximum memory capacity of our evaluated GPU. We set knowledge
distillation hyperparameters alpha (α) and temperature (τ ) at 0.9 and 2, respectively.
QABAS search space. For the computations operations, we search for a design with one-dimensional (1D)
convolution with ten different options: ten kernel size (KS) options (3, 5, 7, 9, 25, 31, 55, 75, 115, and 123)
for grouped 1-D convolutions. We also use an identity operator that, in effect, removes a layer to get a
shallower network. For quantization bits, we use bit-widths that are a factor of 2n, where 2<n<4 (since
we need at least 2 bits to represent nucleotides A, C, G, T and 1 additional bit to represent an undefined
character in case of a misprediction). We use four different quantization options for weights and activation
(<8,4>, <8,8>, <16,8>, and <16,16>). We choose these quantization levels based on the precision
support provided by our evaluated hardware and the effect of quantization on basecalling (Section 7). We
use five different channel sizes with four repeats each. We choose the number of repeats based on the
maximum memory capacity of our evaluated GPU. In total, we have ∼1.8×1032 distinct model options in
our search space M.
SkipClip details. We use Bonito as the teacher network, while the QABAS-designed model is the student
network. We remove skip connections with a stride 1 (using parameter --skip_stride). Based on hyper-
parameter tuning experiments (Supplementary S2), set knowledge distillation hyperparameters alpha (α)
and temperature (τ ) at 0.9 and 2, respectively. We use Kullback-Leibler divergence loss to calculate the
loss [101].
Pruning details. We use PyTorch [102] modules for both unstructured and structured pruning [103] with
L1-norm, i.e., prune the weights that have the smallest absolute values. We apply one-shot pruning, where
we first prune a model with a specific amount of sparsity, then train the model until convergence on the
full ONT dataset [58].
Baseline basecallers. We compare RUBICALL against three different basecallers: (1) Causalcall [38] is
a state-of-the-art hand-tuned basecaller optimized for performance, (2) Guppy-fast [104] is an official
production version of basecaller from ONT that is optimized for throughput for real-time basecalling on
Nanopore devices, and (3) Bonito [58] is an official development version of basecaller from ONT used for
research and development. Since Guppy-fast required packages are supported only on NVIDIA GPUs,
we estimate the performance of Guppy-fast.5 We are aware of other basecallers such as Halcyon [42],
SACall [43], Helix [40], Fast-bonito [41], and Dorado [105]. However, these basecallers are either not
open-source [40], do not provide training code [41–43, 105], or are under development with support only
for specific reads [105].
Basecalling reads. To evaluate basecalling performance, we use a set of reads generated using a MinION
R9.4.1 flowcell. Table 3 provides details on different organisms used in our evaluation.

Basecaller evaluation metrics. We evaluate the performance of RUBICALL using two different metrics:
(1) basecalling throughput (kbp/sec), i.e., the throughput of a basecaller in terms of kilo basepairs generated
per second, and (2) basecalling accuracy (%), i.e., the total number of bases of a read that are exactly matched
5Extrapolated from comparable NVIDIA GPUmeasurements with a constant throughput factor observed for the other basecallers.
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Table 3: Details of datasets used in evaluation.

Organism Chemistry # Reads6 Reference7
Genome
Size (bp)

Acinetobacter pittii
16-377-0801 R9.4.1 4,467 3,814,719

Haemophilus haemolyticus
M1C132_1 R9.4 8,669 2,042,591

Klebsiella pneumoniae
INF032 R9.4 15,154 5,111,537

Klebsiella pneumoniae
INF042 R9.4 11,278 5,337,491

Klebsiella pneumoniae
KSB2_1B R9.4 15,178 5,228,889

Klebsiella pneumoniae
NUH29 R9.4 11,047 5,134,281

Serratia marcescens
17-147-1671 R9.4.1 16,847 5,517,578
Staphylococcus aureus
CAS38_02 R9.4.1 16,742 2,902,076

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia
17_G_0092_Kos R9.4 16,010 4,802,733

1Read set: https://bridges.monash.edu/articles/dataset/Raw_fast5s/7676174
2Reference genome: https://bridges.monash.edu/articles/dataset/Reference_genomes/7676135

to the bases of the reference genome divided by the total length of its alignment including insertions and
deletions. We measure the basecalling throughput for the end-to-end basecalling calculations, including
reading FAST5 files and writing out FASTQ or FASTA file using Linux /usr/bin/time -v command. For
basecalling accuracy, we align each basecalled read to its corresponding reference genome of the same
species using the state-of-the-art read mapper, minimap2 [106].
Downstream analysis. We evaluate the effect of using RUBICALL and other baseline basecallers on two
widely-used downstream analyses, de novo assembly [107] and read mapping [108].

De novo assembly. We construct de novo assemblies from the basecalled reads and calculate the statistics
related to the accuracy, completeness, and contiguity of these assemblies. To generate de novo assemblies,
we use minimap2 [106] to report all read overlaps and miniasm [45] to construct the assembly from these
overlaps. We use miniasm because it allows us to observe the effect of the reads on the assemblies without
performing additional error correction steps on input reads [109] and their final assembly [35]. To measure
the assembly accuracy, we use dnadiff [110] to evaluate 1) the portion of the reference genome that can align
to a given assembly (i.e., Genome Fraction) and 2) the average identity of assemblies (i.e., Average Identity)
when compared to their respective reference genomes. To measure statistics related to the contiguity
and completeness of the assemblies, such as the overall assembly length, average GC content (i.e., the
ratio of G and C bases in an assembly), and NG50 statistics (i.e., shortest contig at the half of the overall
reference genome length), we use QUAST [111]. We assume that the reference genomes are high-quality
representative of the sequenced samples that we basecall the reads from when comparing assemblies to
their corresponding reference genomes. The higher the values of the average identity, genome fraction,
and NG50 results, the higher quality of the assembly and hence the better the corresponding basecaller.
When the values of the average GC and assembly length results are closer to that of the corresponding
reference genome, the better the assembly and the corresponding basecaller.
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Read mapping. We basecall the raw electrical signals into reads using each of the subject basecallers.
We map the resulting read set to its reference genome of the same species using the state-of-the-art read
mapper, minimap2 [106]. We use the default parameter values for mapping ONT reads using the preset
parameter -x map-ont. We use the stats tool from the SAMtools library [112] to obtain four key statistics
on the quality of read mapping results, the total number of mismatches, the total number of mapped bases,
the total number of mapped reads, and the total number of unmapped reads.

5. Data Availability
The read set used in this studywas downloaded from https://bridges.monash.edu/articles/dataset/
Raw_fast5s/7676174, while the reference set can be downloaded from https://bridges.monash.edu/
articles/dataset/Reference_genomes/7676135. We use the official ONT dataset [58] for training and
evaluating all our models.

6. Code Availability
Scripts used to perform basecalling accuracy analysis are available at: https://github.com/rrwick/
Basecalling-comparison. Source code, including pre-trained models, scripts to generate basecalled
reads, and reproducible results instruction, will be made publicly available upon publication.
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Supplementary Material for
A Framework for Designing Efficient

Deep Learning-Based Genomic Basecallers
S1. Sensitivity to Skip Connection
Many state-of-the-art deep learning-based basecallers [29, 30, 39–42, 44, 69] incorporate skip connections
to improve their basecalling accuracy. Figure S1 shows the accuracy of Bonito using two different
configurations of skip connections (s1 and s2) and one configuration without any skip connections (s3)
and compares it to the baseline Bonito architecture. In s1 configuration, we reduce the number of repeats
in each block to one, while in s2 configuration, we use only one block with maximum channel size,
maximum kernel size, and maximum number of repeats.
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Figure S1: Basecaller sensitivity to skip connections.
For s3 configuration, we manually remove all the skip connections from each block in Bonito. We also

annotate the change in model parameters compared to the baseline model. Bonito architecture comprises
several blocks, each consisting of a time channel separable convolution sub-block (referred to as repeat). We
make two major observations. First, the number sub-block we provide skip connection plays an important
role. In s1 configuration, we observe that by using only one repeat, we reduce the accuracy by 2.84% with
66.7% lower model parameters, while by merging all the blocks into one big block in s2 configuration, we
observe 8.75% lower accuracy with 96.2% higher model parameters. Second, manually removing all the
skip connections in s3 configuration leads to 40.7% lower model parameters at the expense of a 3.88% loss
in accuracy. This performance degradation is because, during neural network training, these connections
provide a direct path for propagating the error through the layers and dealing with the vanishing gradient
problem, allowing deep networks to learn properly and converge during training. Therefore, manual
removal of skip connections can lead to lower basecalling performance. We conclude that skip connections
are critical for basecalling accuracy.

S2. Hyper-parameter Tuning for SkipClip
In Figure S2, we show the effect of two critical hyper-parameters (alpha (α) and temperature (τ )) on
SkipClip. We observe that as we raise α while keeping τ constant, the basecaller accuracy increases.
At higher α, SkipClip gives more importance to the student loss than the distillation loss during the
backward pass. We use α =0.9 throughout our experiments.
For τ , we experiment with values ranging from 0.5 to 5.0. Increasing τ provides more knowledge from

the teacher network for a student network to absorb. We observe at τ=2, SkipClip provides the highest
accuracy. Further increasing τ does not provide benefits because the student network cannot absorb
knowledge provided by the teacher network.
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Figure S2: Sensitivity of SkipClip to hyper-parameters alpha (α) and temperature (τ ).

S3. Comparison to More Accurate Basecallers
Our goal is to make basecalling highly efficient and fast by building the first framework for specializing and
optimizing machine learning-based basecaller. Currently, we focus on CNN-based basecallers because: (1)
they are the most widely used basecallers, and (2) the fundamental multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation
in a CNN model is amenable to hardware acceleration, unlike the operations in RNN-based basecallers.
Guppy’s super high accuracy (Guppy-sup) model is an RNN-based basecaller that provides more accuracy
than Guppy-fast at the expense of a much larger model. We compare the overall basecalling performance
of RUBICALL with that of the baseline basecallers in terms of basecalling accuracy, model parameters, and
model size in Figure S3(a), S3(b), and S3(c), respectively.
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Figure S3: Comparison of average basecalling throughput for RUBICALL-MP with baseline basecaller in
terms of: (a) average basecalling accuracy, (b) model parameters, and (b) model size.

Table S1: Comparison of RUBICALL-MP with baseline basecallers in terms of basecalling throughput,
basecalling accuracy, parameters, and model size. For basecalling throughput and basecalling accuracy, we
report average (Avg.), minimum (Min.), maximum (Max.), 25th percentile (25th %tile), and 75th percentile
(75th %tile) values for all the basecallers.
Basecaller Architecture Precision Basecalling Throughput (kbp/sec) Basecalling Accuracy (%) Parameters Model Size (MB)

Avg. Min. Max. 25th %tile 75th %tile Avg. Min. Max. 25th %tile 75th %tile – –
Causalcall CNN FP16/FP32 16.06 9.04 22.16 12.45 18.86 84.88 82.7 86.42 83.57 86.17 3,589,893 13.69
Guppy-sup RNN FP16/FP32 32.89 17.43 42.7 29.75 36.98 92.53 90.61 95.95 91.43 93.72 26,992,744 103.03
Guppy-fast RNN FP16/FP32 364.63 54.32 587.53 260.98 490.8 87.16 82.53 91.39 86.25 88.51 730,344 2.79
Bonito CNN FP16/FP32 70.36 37.41 93.01 57.49 82.15 89.92 87.99 93.75 88.62 91.15 9,738,573 37.15
RUBICALL-MP CNN Mixed-Precision 1165.21 392.03 2293.95 576.16 1604.91 89.98 86.59 93.64 88.97 91.41 3,314,578 5.36

In addition to our previous observations from Figure 9, we make three new observations from Figure S3
and Table S1. First, RUBICALL-MP has 35.42× the performance of the highly-accurate Guppy-sup. Second,
Guppy-sup uses 7.52×, 36.96×, 2.77×, and 8.14×model parameters leading to a model size of 7.53×, 36.93×,
2.77×, and 19.22× compared to Causalcall, Guppy-fast, Bonito, and RUBICALL-MP, respectively. Third,
Guppy-sup is 5.37% more accurate than its throughout-optimized version, Guppy-fast, which provides
22.71× higher basecalling performance. We conclude that the high accuracy of a basecaller comes at a
substantial cost in terms of lower throughput due to the higher number of model parameters and model
size.
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